Bernal ART CONTEST!

Have art skills? Want your artwork to be displayed throughout the school next year?

Bernal needs a poster designed for next school year that displays our NEW MANTRA:

This mantra includes 4 key words that spell out how Bernal Broncos RISE to success!

Your poster design must:

➢ Clearly display our mantra
➢ Have a drawing/design representing our school or mascot (Broncos)
➢ A sentence using the word RISE (Example: We RISE to success!)
➢ Be done on white paper (8 ½ x 11 OR poster board)

Bernal’s NEW MANTRA:

Integrity
Responsibility
Respect
Safety
This design is DUE by 3:00 on THURSDAY, JUNE 5th!

Completed designs should be turned in to either the front office or Ms. Ussia (room 111)

Questions? See Ms. Ussia in room 111!